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Run-time parallelization of irregular DoACRoss loops

Thulasiraman .f eyararnan

Master of Science, 1996

Department of Computer Science, University of Manitoba

Abstract

Dependencies between iterations of loolt structures cannot always be d,etermined, at

com\ti'le-time because they rnay depend on input dato, which is knoun only at run-

time. An erarnple is loops accessing arra,ys with subscripted subscripts. To parallelize

these loops, it is necessary to perform run-time analysis. We present a new algoritlzm

to parallelize these loops at run-time. The proposed algorithm handles all types of d.ata

dependencies uithout requiring any speciai architectural support in the multiprocessor.

Our scherne has an inspector whi,ch bui,lds the iteration sched,ule and" an erecutor which

uses tlze schedule to erecute the aarious iterations. Our approach does not require any

slteci,al synchronization operations during the i,nspector stage and, the erecutor can

be imvtlemented with or without synchronization support. It allows oaerlup arnong

dependent iterations and requires uery little inter-processor comrnunication. Further,

the schedule formed by the insqtector can be reused across loop inuocations.

We eualuate our algorithm with parameterized loops running on an B-processor

UMA (Uniform Memory Access) shared Trlemory mult'i7trocessor. The results show

signi'fi,cant speeduqts oaer the serial code with the futt oaerhead, of run-tirne analysi,s.

Furthermore) cornpalrcd to an older scheme with the same generality, our scheme lzas

consistent performance (i.e., performance does not degrade rapidly with the nurnber

of iterations or o'ccesses per iterati,on) during the inspector stage and, ensures good,

speedup during the enecutor stage. We haae also eualuated tlte Tterformance of the al-

gorithm on a collection of networked heterogeneous workstations (d,istributed mernory



model) using Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) PVM is a uid,ely-used, software sys-

tem that allows a h,eterogeneous set of parallel and. serial (JNIX-based. cornputers to l¡e

progranlmed as a single distributed-rnemory parallel machine. It is portable and, runs

on a wide uariety of modern platforms. We obtained, improued, performance on d,is-

tributed nodes usi'ng our algoritltm and the perforrnance is scalable to a lørqer number

of nodes giuen adequate network support.
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Chapten l-

ïntroduction

To exploit parallelism hidden in loop structures, the various dependencies between

ioop iterations have to be analyzed, and the iterations have to be effectively sched-

uled without violating the inter'-iteration depenclencies, in older to exploit maximun

parallelism. The dependencies possible between any two statements S1 and 52 in

sequence can be classified as:

I. A fl'ow dependency ol true dependency, if the statement 52 uses a var-iable

assigned by the statement 51.

2. An anti-dependency, when 52 assigns a variable subsequently used by the state-

ment 51.

3. An output-deqtendency, when statements S1 and 52 assign the same variable.

Loop-level parallelism is an impor-tant source of speedup in multiprocessor-s that

exploit medium-gr-ain parallelism. To palallelize a loop, it is necessar.y to identify the

data dependence relations between loop itelations via dependence analysis [2]. If ihe

loop does not have any dependencies acloss iterations, then it can ¡un in parallel.

Otherwise, it has to be lun serially or', if some parallelism is to be exploited, propeï

synchronization features have to be inserted in the code to ensur.e that the memorv



/+ Index o'rrays 11 and I2 contain ualues in the ro,nge 1 to N. There are M iterations
in the DOACROSS loop. Array A contains N elernents. r/

doi:ltoM

S,:A[1þ]l :...

Sn, 
.:A[12[z]l 

+

enddo

Figure 1.1: A generic case of an ir.regular. DOACROSS loop.

accesses are pelformed in the correct sequence. The latter type of loop is called a

DOACROSS loop.

Some DOACR.OSS loops can be transfolmed into fully parallel loops. For exam-

ple, if the difference in iteration numbers between dependent iterations (called the

dependence distance) is known at compile-time, techniques like loop-alignment, loop

skewing, or dependence uniformization [19, 28, 4, 25] can be usecl to run the loop

in parallel. When array elements are accessed via subscriptecl subscripts (as in Fig-

ure 1.1), howevet, it is not possible to resolve the dependencies between the iter-ations

of the loop structure at compile-time, since the values of the subscripted subscripts

are known only at lun-time. In these cases, the compiler cannot prove the indepen-

dence of iter-ations. Therefore, even if the loop tur-ns out to be par.allel in natu'e,

compile-time schemes fail to parallelize the loop.

in the above loop, the entries in the index allays 11 and I2haveno r-estriction and

are not available until run-time. Each index arïay can have duplicated values, which

implies that all three kinds of data dependencies, namely flow (Read-after.-Write),

anti- (Write-after-Read) and output- (Write-after-Write) dependencies, could occu'

between instances of statements ,go and ^gn. For example, if 11[1] : Iplgl : Ill4l :



I1[5] : z, then we have the following dependencies: SeJl ry3 SrlZ1.:!; Selql ""!g-

So[5] Tlrese accesses form a deytendence (or access) clza,in. The entries in the ar¡ays

1'1 and 12 ate assumed to remain constant during the execution of one invocation of

the loop, although they are allowed to change outside the loop.

For loops not amenable to compile-time parallelization, we can still perform the

dependence analysis at run-time and thereby execute the loop, or par-t of it, in par.allel.

This apploach is called run-tirne parallelization. Much previous research has been

done to design effective run-time parallelization algoriihms [J, 10, 11 , rz, rb,, 16,zr,
29]. The main differences among the schemes pr.oposed are the types of dependence

patterns that are handled and the required system or architecture suppo¡t (some

schemes take advantage of special synchlonization prirnitives available on specific

machines). The key to success in these schemes is to minimize the time spent on

dependency analysis and on process synchronization. Indeed, if too much time is
spent on these overheads, it is better to run the loop serially. In general, run-time

parallelization schemes have two stages, namely the inspector and the erecutor l2g, 12,

21,3]]. The inspector detelmines the dependence relations among the data accesses.

The executor uses this information to execute the iterations in parallel in an order

that lespects the dependences.

In this thesis, we describe and evaluate a new algorithm for the run-time paral-

lelization of DOACROSS loops. We follow the inspector and executor approach. In

our scheme, the inspector inspects the various depenclencies existing between the it-
erations and constr-ucts an iteration schedule. This involves reordering the iterations.

The entire set of itelations is partitioned into subsets called wavefronts. A wave-

front is a glouping of the iterations which can be executed concur.rently. A specific

wavefront contains a collection of iterations which have no depenclencies among them.

Each one of the iterations in a loop is assigned to a specific wavefront based on its po-



sition in the dependence hierarchy. The wavefronts are executed sequentially whereas

the iterations contained in a wavefi'ont are executecl concur-r.ently. Since the wave-

fi'ont numbe'- WF[i]for iteration i is set to one plus the maximum of the wavefi.ont

numbels of the itelations upon which it depends, iteration z is assigned a wavefi-ont

numbel such that all the iterations which it may depend on ale in wavefi.onts which

will have completed execution by the time it is scheduied. All the loop iterations

ale assigned specific wavefi'ont numbers and wavefronts are executed in sequence bv

wavefront number'.

The erecutor is a transformed version of the source code loop structure, which

carries out the actual execution of iterations according to the schedule producecl by

the inspector. It uses the wavefr-ont infor-mation ploduced by the inspector to schecl-

ule the iterations. It starts executing the itelations clustered in the fir-st wavefront

concurlently by scheduling them on multipie processols. Once the first wavefr-ont fin-

ishes, it does the same with the iterations ciusteled in the next wavefront ancl so on

until it leaches the last wavefront. Thus, the iterations within a particular wavefi.ont

are executed concurrently whereas successive waveflonts ale executed in a str-ictly

serial fashion.

Our scheme handles all types of data dependencies without requiring any spe-

cial architectural support. It does not require any special synchronization operation

during the inspector stage and the executol can be implemented with or without syn-

chronization support. It allows overlap among dependent iterations and requires very

little inter-processol communication. The effectiveness of our scheme is evaluatecl

via measurements of palameterized loops on an 8-processor- UMA (IJniform Memory

Access) shared memory multiprocessor'. The results show significant speedups over

the serial code with the full ovelhead of lun-time analysis. Furtherrnor.e, compared

to an older scheme with the same genelality, our scheme has consistent performance



(ie., the performance does not degrade rapidly with the number-of iter-ations or ac-

cesses per itelation) duling the inspector stage and ensures goocl speedup during the

executor stage. Sorne of this work has appear-ed in [13, 23].

We have also evaluated the performance of our algolithm on a networkecl cluster

of heterogeneous worl<stations running PVM [24]. PVM [5] is a softwar-e system that

allows a heterogeneous networl< of palallel and serial computers to be progr.ammed

as a single computational resoulce. This resouÌce appeaÌs to the application pro-

grammer as a potentially iarge distlibuted-memory virtual computel. Such a system

allows the computing power of widely available, general-pulpose computer networks

to be halnessed for parallel processing" With the rapid advances in workstation

performance, such networks already provide a viable and affordable alternative to ex-

pensive special-purpose super-computels. PVM is portable and runs on a wide variety

of modeln platforms. It is the mainstay of the Heterogeneous Network Computing

resear-ch project, a collaborative venture between the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

the University of Tennessee, Emory Univelsity, and Carnegie Mellon University.

PVM supplies functions to start tasks in palallel across the virtual machine, allows

these tasks to send data between themselves, and coordinates their parallel execution.

A wide vaÌiety of computers (including selial computers, vector computers, and even

shared ol distributed memory parallel computers) can make up the user's personal

virtual machine. The most populal use of PVM is the utilization of a small nurrber

of high pelformance wolkstations to achieve perfolmance comparable to that of a

supercomputer (at significantly less cost). The rapid glowth in the use of pVM is

due to its poltability across many different computers, its lobustness and ease of

installation, and its usage as a standard parallel programming interface. pVM has

already out-lasted severai parallel vendors.



In an MPP (Massively Parallel Plocessor), every plocessor is exactly like the

others in capability, resources, softwale, and communication speed. This in not so on

a network. The computers avaiiable on a networiç may be made by different vendors

or have different compilers and may be potentially shared by many users. Indeed,

when a progr-ammer wishes to exploit a collection of networked computer-s, he may

have to contend with several different types of hetelogeneity: processol architecture,

data format, computationai speed, netwolk bandwidth flalency,, machine load and

netwolk load. PVM makes it convenient oL, in some cases, transparent for the user

to deal with these issues.

The PVM user writes his/her application as a collection of cooperatin g tasks.

Tasks access PVM lesources through a library of standald interface routines. These

routines allow the initiation and termination of tasks across the network as well

as communication and synchronization between tasks. The PVM message-passing

primitives are oriented towalds hetelogeneous operation, involving strongly typed

constlucts for buffeling and transmission. Communication constructs include those

for sending and receiving data structures as well as high-level primitives such as

broadcast, barrier synchronization, and global sum.

1.1- Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is olganized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the plevious

research work done on run-time loop parallelization. Chapter 3 explains our ne\.\¡

algorithm for run-time parallelization. Chapter 4 describes the perfoïmance of our

algolithm on an SGI (UMA) shared memoïy machine. In Chapter 5, we evaluate

the performance of the algolithm on the distributed memoïy moclel (using pVM).

Chapter 6 concludes our study and discusses futule research directions.



Chapter 2

Previous work

In this chapter, we trace some of the significant contributions to ¡un-time par.al-

lelization of loop structures. Zhu and Yew [29] have ploposed an algorithm which

handles all types of inter-iteration dependencies. Their- algorithm also has a fully

parallel inspector and executor. However, its inspector cannot be r-eused across mul-

tiple invocations of the DOACROSS ioop because the inspectol and the executor

are tightly coupled. As well, it requires many memoly accesses, which reduces the

ovelall speedup. Midkitr and Padua [16] improveZhu and Yew's scheme by allowing

concurrent reads to the same array element by several iterations. To do so, each data

element requiles more than one key field. However, their algorithm, like Zhu and

Yew's, requires high levels of communication. Othel less general schemes have also

been proposed 1201.

Krothapalli and Sadayappan [11, 10] suggest a method to remove anti- and output-

dependencies by analyzing the reference patterns generated and by using extr.a copies

of the variables. Their algolithm is parallel in nature but requi¡es an atomic Fet-

ch€iAdd operation. The additional storage space required in their- algorithm is pro-

poltional to the number of references. Klothapalli and Sadayappan lIZ,10] descr.ibe

a technique called pre-synchronized scheduling for dynamically scheduling the itera-

tions of a DOACROSS loop. They further show how to use their scheme on vector



pÌocessors' Their inspectol requires the lun-time gene¡ation of the Iteration Space

Dependency Graph (ISDG) (which can be done in parallel) which introduces r.un-

time ovelhead. Saltz et al.'s l2I) approach does not take car-e of anti- and output-

dependencies at the inspector- stage.

Leung and Zoharjan 115] suggest two techniques to paralleiize clepenclence analysis

(wavefront computation) duri.g the inspector stage. They are:

Sectioning:

The M iterations in a loop are partitioned into P sections, where P is the num-

ber of processot's. Each section is allocated to one processol. Thus, the wavefront

computation goes on in a parallel fashion. Then, the wavefronts computed in each

section are glouped together and numbered sequentially. The shor-tcoming of section-

ing is that it ploduces more waveflonts when compared to the sequential execution

of the inspector' This does not affect the overall efficiency as long as the number

of processors available for computation is far less than the number of iterations per

wavefront' However, as the number of processors is sufficiently high to handie the

iterations in a given wavefront, then sectioning is not preferred, because it produces

more wavefronts which leads to reduced parallelism amonq the iterations.

Bootstrapping:

This aims to improve upon sectioning by reducing the total number of wave-

fi'onts genelated. Sectioning is applied on the soulce loop and a valid schedule is

obtained. Then the schedule obtained is applied to the inspector loop in a wavefront-

by-wavefront fashion. This generates fewel wavefi'onts due to the optimization in-

volved during the second phase. The second phase basically repositions or pulls the

itelations up the dependence hierarchy and places them in appropriate wavefi-onts.

In essence, the first phase using sectioning folms the sub-optimal dependence tree.

The second phase optimizes it by lelocating the iterations to their correct slots.



2 "7" Chen, Torrellas and Yewts scherne

The recent work by Chen et al. [3] handles all types of dependencies at the inspec-

tor stage and the inspector results can be reusecl across multiple invocations of the

same loop stluctule if the dependencies do not change from one invocation of the

DOACROSS loop to another'. Duling the inspector stage, all the dependence infor.-

mation is gathered and stored in a table called the Ti,cket table. The inspector.stage

is divided into two parts, namely the local and the global inspector phase.

During the local inspector phase, the entire itelation space is divided into differ-

ent sections and distributed among the available processors. The number- of sections

is equal to the number of available processors. Each processor r-ecords a sequence

number in the Ticket table for each one of the shared variable (iteration dependent)

references in each iteration in its own section. However, it does not assign any se-

quence number to the fir'st refelence in any dependence chain in its section. The

sequence number for the first reference in each dependence chain in each of the sec-

tions will be assigned during the global inspector phase. Fur-thermore, during the

local inspector phase, each pr-ocessor constructs a linked list called the (Jnresolued.

list with nodes co.-responding to the Ticket table entlies in its section which have

not been assigned sequence numbers. Each node contains the index of the shared

data structure element, the corresponding entry in the Ticket table, and a transition

sequence number. The transition sequence number is a possible sequence number for

the first lefet-ence to the same element of the shared data structure in the other. follow-
ing sections. During the global inspector phase, the unfilled entries in each section of

the Ticket table ale filled by their corresponding processors by communicating with
other processors using the [Jnresolued li,st maintained by each one of the processo's.

The executor makes use of the dependence infolmation recorded in ilre Ticket

table to execute each of the iterations. It makes use of a shared variable Reo.d,u. for



each of the iteration dependent accesses. During any stage of execution, if the value

of the Ready valiable corresponding to any of the iteration dependent accesses does

not equal its corresponding Ticket table entry, then the particular iteration dependent

access busy-waits. The executor can either be pre-scheduled, or self-scheduled,.

In their scheme, the synchlonization operations duling the inspector ar.e imple-

mented using Cedar synchronization primitives (like Cedar-sync),, which give better

performance than simple lock and uniock synchlonization primitives. Ced,ar-syncis a

poweÌful synchlonization plirnitive thai opelates on valiables composed of two fields,

namely key and data. A Cedar-sync operation on address target, fir-st locks tar.get

and then performs a test on target.key. If the test fails, then the operation aborts.

Otherwise, it performs operations on target.key and target.d,ataand then unlocks tar-

get' The whole operation (key check, data access and key update) is specified in one

atomic instruction.

During the inspector stage, building the Ticket table is veïy expensive, because

it requires inter-processot- communication. Furthermore, during the executor stage

accesses to iter-ation dependent variables busy-waiú. Since the iteration space to pro-

cessol' mapping is not done with a global picture of the dependence hierar-chy, it leads

to longer busy-wai,ts during the executor stage. As well, their algorithm serializes

reads with input dependencies, which introcluces pseuclo-dependencies among truly
concurr-ent iterations.

10



Chapten S

A Tlew algorithm for run-time
paratrlelization

To exploit the latent parallelism in irregular DOACROSS loops (Figure 1.1), we

follow the inspector and executor approach. During the inspector stage, shadow

memoly locations (variables) are cleated for each of the iteration dependent variables.

The shadow variables recold the iteration in which a palticular-iteration dependent

variable was last read and/ol updated. Using the shadowed information per.taining

to each iteration dependent variable, the valious dependencies between iter.ations ar.e

analyzed' and an appropriate wavefront number is allocated to each of the iterations.

The proposed dependence anaiysis takes care of all types of data dependencies.

In the inspector algorithm shown in Figule 3.1, the arïays LastW and Lastïserve

as shadow memory variables for the shaled array A. Lastl4l records the iteration

during which a particular shaled array element A[i] was last modified. Similar.ly,

Lastî records the iteration during which a palticulal shared array element A[i,] was

last read. For each of the shaled array references, A[i], in a particular iteration, the

algorithm determines the iterations in which it was last modifiecl and last reacl. This is

accomplished using the infor-mation (iteration numbers) recorded in the shadow arïays

LastW and Last&. Then the algorithm assigns an applopriate wavefront numbe¡ to

11



/8 Tlzere are N elernents in the arro,ys LastW and LastL. Ind,er g,rra,ys Il and. 12

contain ualues in the range I to N. There are M iterations in the loop. There are M
elements in the ol'ray WF. L is an array (size of M) 

"f 
pointers to linked, lists. r/

WF[:] : 0; L[:] : NULL; LastW[:] : 0; Last|[] : 0;
doi,:ltoM

mYwf:g'
if (LastWfiltr]l + 0) /* output- dependency */

{ *yrf : mar(WF[LastW[1þ]ll,rnawf );]
if (LastR[Iltr]l + 0) /* anti- dependency */

{ *yrf : mar(WF[LastL[1þ]ll,m.ywf );]
tf (Lastw[12[i,]l + 0) /* flow dependency x/

{ *yrf : rnar(WF[LastW[Ià[i]ll,mywf ); ]
WFIz] : rnUwf + 1; /* wauefront allocati,on x/
Add-node(LfwF[r]l,i); /r Ttlace i,teration i, at appropriate leael x/
LastW[1lþ]l : i; /r update tlze shadow uariables */
if (LústilFzfi]l + 0)

zf (WF[LastL[2[t]ll < WF[ril { LastR[IL[i]J : i,; ]
else { LastR[z[iJJ : ¿;]

enddo

Figure 3.1: The Inspector algorithm.
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the particular iteration. This way an iteration is ailotted a wavefront number which

is numerically greater than the wavefi'ont numbels of the iterations upon which it
depends. Further, the inspectol builds an array tr of linked lists, wher-" L[j]contains

a list of the iterations in wavefront j. This is used during the executor stage to schedule

iterations onto diffelent processors. The linked list holds the iteration numbers based

on their position in the dependence hierarchy. For example, an iter-ation with a

wavefront number of four will be placed in the fourth level in the array of linked lists.

In the wolst case (i.e., serial loop) there will be M (the total number of iterations)

levels.

The dependency infolmation thus lecorded in the form of wavefi-onts can be reused

for several invocations of the DOACROSS loop, provided the dependencies do lot
change. The primary advantage of wavefront generation is that it leads to better

load balance among processoïs because the wavefronts car-ry a global picture of the

dependence hierarchy which leads to efficient scheduling of iter.ations onto processoïs

during the executor stage. The inspector in the new scheme does not require anv

atomic synchronization operations or barriers.

In the inspector algorithm just plesentecl, the entire wavefront computation is

done sequentially, which defeats the vely purpose of parallelization. To parallelize

the wavefront computation, sectioning [15] is performed on the inspector algorithm.

In the resulting parallel inspector (Figure 3.2), the entire r.ange of iterations is

partitioned into consecutive sub-ranges, called sect'ions. Each section is assignecl to

a different pïocessor. Each processol computes a valid parallel schedule for the iter-

ations in its section by applying the sequential inspector algorithm and ignor.ing any

dependencies on iterations outside of its section. After all the processor.s have fin-

ished, we have a schedule for each section. Every such schedule, called a sub-schedule,

is a mapping flom the iterations in the corresponding section to the wavefronts of

13



/E Index arcúys 11 and 12 contaitz ualues in the range 1 to N. There are M iterations
in tlze loop" There are N elernents in the arraAs LastW and, LastL. Arrays Last7 and,
LastW are local to the procedure. There are M elements in the arraA WF. L is an
afaA þize of M) of pointers to linked lists. Piece is the size of each section. p is
tlt,e number of processors. MAXW[:] has p elements wF[:], MAXW[:] and, L[:] are
shared data structures. They are initdalized to zero before thà hght-wrtght thr"od,s (one
thread per processor) are actiaated. Thread id ualues r&nge from 0 ti p-1. */
p'iece: M/P; MyiÅ: get_myid0; /* get my thread, ID */
start : Myidxpiece; /* get my share */
t{ (Matd :: (P-1)) { Iast : M; } else { tast : starttpi,ece; }
Mar : 0; LastW[:] : 0; Lasth['] : 0;
do i : (start+l) to last

mYwf:g;
if (LastW[Iltt]l + 0) /* output- dependency */

{ ^yrf 
: rnax (WF fLastWfi I [i]ll ,mywf ) ; ]

if (LastÈ[Iltr]l + 0) /r anti- dependency */
{ -yrf : mar(WF[Lasth[1 ft,]ll,mywÍ) ; ]

if (Lastw[12[i]l + 0) /r fl.ow dependency */
{ -yrf : rnar(WF[LastW[Z[i]ll,mywf );]

WFIz] : mUwf + 1; /r waaefront allocation +/
LastW[11[i,J] : i; /r update the shadow aariables */
óf (LastÈfizfi]l I 0)

zf (wF[Lastz[12[t]ll < wF[i]) { Lasthfiz[i]l : ¿; ]
else { LastÈ[là[i]l : i,; ]
Mar : max(Mar,wFf¡]); /* record largest wauefront in this section */

enddo
zl Myi,d :: 0) { MAXW[Myid+l] : Mar; ]
else

while(MAXw[Myi,d] . : 0); /* Wait for preuious section to cornplete */
su'rm: MAXW[My¿d]; /r Get lørgest waaefront upto preaious section x/
do i : (start+l) to last

{ WFtrl : WFIi] * sum; ] /* Upd.ate wauefront numbers in this section */
MAXW[Myid+1] : sum * Mar,.

endi,f
do i' : (start+l) to last /* place the iterati,on i at the appropriate leuel */

{ Add-node (L IWF [r,J],i) ; ]

Figure 3.2: The Parallel Inspector algo'ithm .un on each processor.
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that section' The overall schedule is formed by concatenating the sub-schedules in

the ordel of the sections. This is done by making processor i communicate the maxi-

mum wavefront up to its section to the next plocessor i+1 in sequence until the final

section. In the parallel inspector algolithm (Figure 3.2), the shared array MAXW

serves to communicate the lalgest wavefront up to a particular section to the next

section.

Iterations 1 2 J 4 0 7 8 9

Access 1

(write)
1

ôL ôL 1 K 9 7 I t1

Access2
(read)

2 9 t) 8 q
1 T2 10 T2

Wauefront No. i 2 ô
L i .l 1 r) 1

Table 3.1: Samplerun of the inspector on the DOACROSS loop (Figur-e 1.1) with
itelations and 2 hot references per itelation.

*uLL

NULL

Figu'e 3.3: The array of linked lists generated during the sample r.un.

The assignment of itelations onto processors during the executor- stage can be

either pre-scheduled or self-scheduled. In pre-scheduling, iterations ale mappecl onto

pr-ocessors statically, usually in a cyclic fashion. In self-scheduli,ng, the iteration to

processor mapping is done during execution, where the processors dynamicaily pick

the available iterations either one at a time or in chunks (chunk sched,uling). To

achieve better load balance among the processorc, Guid,ed Setf-Sched,uling (GSS) is

L[1]

Llzl
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usually employed' where the free pr-ocessors pick (N/P)of the r-emaining iterations,

where 1/ is the numbel of remaining iterations to be processed and P is the number.

of available processols.

Static ot pre-scheduling of iterations does not lead to efficient iteration to processo'

mapping. Furthelmore, it may lead to pool ioad balance among the processors. Since

the position of iterations in the dependence hierarchy is known only at ¡un-time,

self-schedulzng ensures efficient iteration space to processor mapping and better loacl

balance among the plocessor.s.

Avoiding inter-'wavefront barriers

In an executor implementation using barrier sychronization (Figtle 8.4), a barrier

condition has to be met whenever all the iterations in a particular wavefront have

been scheduled. In other words, the plocessing of iterations corresponding to wave-

front i*l should not begin before all the iterations corresponding to wavefront ihave

been completed, because an iteration in wavefi'ont i,*l may depend on some of the

iterations in wavefronl i. The number of barriers required, is proportional to the total

nurnber of wauefronús. This obviously reduces the processor utilization as pr-ocessor.s

tend to idle at the barrier', waiting for othel pl'ocessor.s to complete. One way to

get over the problem of under-utilization of processors is to avoid barriers between

wavefronts and to schedule iterations onto free processors irrespective of the wave-

front number. But this may conflict with the dependence hierarchy. To preserve

tlre dependence structuLe, a busy-wait mechanism may be employed, where the fi.ee

processors are allowed to process itelations corresponding to different wavefronts, but

with the constraint that all accesses to iteration depenclent variables busy-wait.

In the busy-wai't executor implementation shown in Figure 3.6, iterations cor..r..e-

16



/* T is a shared pointer to a node dn the o.rraa of tinked, lists L. Leuel is a shared,
uariable holding the current wauefront leuel. T : NULL and, Leuel: 0 initialty. Lp
is a local pointer to a node in the arro,a of tinked, lists L. Thread, id, ualues range from0 to P-1. */

Myid : get-ntyid0; /r get my thread id, */
while(1)

lock); /x Ttreaents all other accesses to shared, memory */
if (T) T : T-+nert; /x gets nert iteration in current leuel */
else /* go to the nert leuel */

if ((Leuel+1) :: (M+t))
{ unlock); return; } /* att leuels completed, */

if (L[Leuel+1] :: NULL)
{ unlock0; return; } /x alt iterations completed */

unlock); barrier); /* synchronization point */
t'f(Myid :: 0)

{ Iock); Leael : Leuer+r; T : L[Leaer];] /r go to nent reuer x/
barrier0; /* to preuent race condition */
if (Myid f 0) continue;

endif
if (T :: NULL) { untock); conti.nue; }
LP : T; /r pi,ck up the iteration to be processed */
un.lock0;

:.t:ltLP-riterationJl 
: ... /* process the iteration */

... -- 
A[12[LP--+iteration]l +...

endwhile

Figure 3.4: self-scheduled executor wilh barri,er synchronization.
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sponding to different wavefronts can be scheduled onto processols simultaneously, but

accesses to iteration dependent var-iables busy-wait until all previous accesses to those

valiables have been completed" This involves maintaining a shared variable Ready,

fol each of the iteration dependent valiables to enfor.ce busy-waiting. The busy-wait

mechanism impr-oves the load-balance among the processors and optimizes processo¡

utilization. So, wheneveî a processol becomes flee, instead of waiting for other. pr.o-

cessors to finish their' work corresponding to a specific wavefront, it proceeds with

the iterations in the next wavefront. Whenever- an iteration dependent va.iabie is ac-

cessed, it busy-waeús until all accesses to the specific variable in preceding wavefronts

ar-e over' and then it proceeds. The busy-wait gives better performance because of

the fact that a particular iteration in a given wavefront may not depend on all the

itelations in the previous wavefront. Thus, busy-waittng allows overlap of dependelt

itelations by shifting the dependence gr-anulaliiy flom the iter-ation level to the access

level. It gives better perfolmance ovel barrier synchron,ization paúicula¡ly when the

dependence chains ale very long; otherwise barrier synchronization performs better.

due to the run-time overheads involved in the busu-wait mechanism.

Iterations rl2l3l4 5l6l718 I
Sequence No.

(Accessl)
0 2 J 1 0 2 0 1 0

Sequence No.
(Access2)

0 1 0 0 0 2 I 0 0

Tabie 3.2: Sequence table with sequence numbers for the different accesses in each
iteration in the DOACROSS loop (Figure 1.1).

The busy-wait mechanism needs some data structures to be set up in o¡der to

sequence the diffelent accesses. It uses a two-dimensional shared aïr.ay sequence table

(Table 3.2) and another shaled array Read,y to sequence the different accesses in each

iteration' Setting up the sequence tabte (Figure 3.5) has to be done sequentially.

18



/* S-table is a two-dirnensional shared a,rray (sequence tabte). It contai,ns entries
relating to iteration dependent o.ccesses in all the iterations. R"ad,y is a shared, o,rray
with N elements. LP is a local ltointer to a node in the ar-rt.y of linked, lists L. x/

Ready[:] : 0;
do j : 1 to Marimum_waaefront_number

LP : L[j]; /r get the f,rst iteration in leael i */
while LP + NULL /* fo, each one of the iterations in leael i */

i : LP--+iteration; /* grt the iteration number */
/* fll S-table entry with appropriate sequence number */
S_tabte[i] [I] : Ready [ 1 þ]l ;
Ready[[lþ]l-: Readylt[lJJ + 1; /x in*ement the sequence nurnber */
S-tabte[i,] [2] : Ready [12[i]l ;
Ready[12[i,]J : Reada72[i]l + i;
LP : LP--+next; /r g"t the next iteration */

endwhile
enddo

Figure 3.5: Setting up the sequence table.
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/* T is a shared pointer to a node in the o,rrl,a of tinked lists L. Leuel is a shared,
aariable holdi,ng the current wauefront leuel. T : NULL and Leael : 0 initially.
S-table is a two-dimensional shareri (rrcay. Read,y i,s a slzared arro"y with N elements.
LP is a \ocal pointer to a node in the arra,y of linked, lists L. Thread id, ualues ranoe
from 0 to P-1. */

Ready[:] : g;

Myid : get-myid); /* get rny thread id. */
while(1)

lock); /x ytreaents all other 
',ccesses 

to the shared, rnernory */
,f (T) T : T--+nert; /* gets nert iteration ,in current leael */
else /+ go to the nert leuel */

if ((Leael+1) :: (M+t))
{ unlock); return; } /* atl leaels comytleted, */

if (L[Leuel+l] :: NULL)
{ unlock0; return; } /* alt iterations completed, */

Leuel : Leuel + 1; /* go to nert leael */
T : L[Leuel];

endif
iÍ (T :: NULL) { unlock); continue; }
LP : T; /r pick up the iteration to be processed x/
unlock0;
i : LP--+iteration; /* g"t the iteration number */

while( Readyplþll + S_tabte[i\fj] ); /r busy_wai,t */
AIl[iJ] : ...

!..e.adu!tftll 
: Reada! t[iJJ + 1 ;

while( Ready[12[i]l I S-table[i][z] ); /* busy_wait */

Ready[2[i]l : Reada[12[i]l + t;

endwhile

Figure 3.6: Self-sclzeduled executor wjlh busu-wait.
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Chapter 4

Perforffra.nce or¡. a shared memory
aoIIrA.Cfitne

In this chapter, we present the pelfolmance of our algorithm on a shared memor.y

machine. Our expeliments were pelformed on a 33 MHz, 8-pr-ocessor- SGI shared

memory multiplocessor. The machine has 4 CPU boards with 2 CpU,s on each

board. First level cache hits cost l processor cycle; first level misses (i.e., second

level hits) cost 3 pr-ocessor cycles; second level misses costs 57 cycles to b¡ing in 64

bytes. Illinois protocol [1] is the cache coherence scheme used. The machine was ïun

in single-usel mode for all experiments.

4.L \Morkloads

The performance of oul algolithm depends on certain parameter-s of the loop that

we try to parallelize. Table 4.1 shows what these parameters are (Column 2) and

what they measure (Column 3). In our analysis we use a loop like that in Figure 4.1

as the workload and try to cover as wide a ïange of values as possible for these

parameters. Column 4 shows the r-ange of values chosen for testing purposes. The

arlay ,4 (Figure 4'1) has /y'*r elements. The Hfrac and Hsize par.ameters are used. to

simulate different dependence patterns. Each access has a probability Hfracof bei¡g
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/x There are N iterations and r accesses per iteration. INDEX contains the actual
array references. tntpl and tmp2 are dummy uariables. r/

do i : l,N,l
do j - 1,7,7

zfþad(j)) tmpl : AIINDEX[i*r+j]l;
else A[NDEX[ixr+j]l : tmp2;
do j : 1,W,1

dummy loop sintulating useful work
enddo

enddo
enddo

Figure 4.1: Loops used as experimental wor.lcload.

a hot reference (refelence to a shared variable). The hot section is a por.tion Hsize

of arÌay ,4. Loops with long dependence chains ancl therefore low parallelism have

high Hfrac and low Hsize. In the following sections, a Mostly-Serial Loopis one with

(Hsize, Hfrac): (r0To,g0%), a Mired, Loopis one with (Hsize, Hfrac): (50%,50r/o)

and a Mostly-Parallel Loo?t is one with (Hsi,ze, Hfrac) : (g0%0,, r0%).

1/ Iteration
Count

Problem size
scalability

1600, 3200, 6400,
12800,25600

Hfrac Hot spot
fi'action Consistency over

dependence patterns
t0%, 50%,,90%

tis?,ze Hot spot
size 0.7%, 10%, 50%,90%

W Iteration gr-ain

size
Consistency over

glain size
40ps (1320 cycles),
160ps (5281 cycles),
640p.s (21122 cycles)

T f references per
itelation

Consistency over
number of accesses Lr2,4,I

Table 4'1: Loop parameters used in the experiments. The cycles in column 4 a.e 30
zs processor cycles.
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4.2 Evaluation

In this section, we analyze our experimental results. First, we show the speeclup of

our scheme over serial execution. Then we compale our scheme with Chen et al.,s

scheme' A pre-scheduled form of Chen et al.'s executor and a self-sched,uled, form of

our executor with barrier synchlonization ale used fol the comparisons. In Chen eú

ø/''s scheme, the pre-scÍteduled executor ancl self-sched,u/ed executor both give very

similar pelformance, since the iteration space is not leordered and the reai overhead

is due to busy-waiting.

4"3 Performance comparison with seriaL execu-
tion

To determine the speedup of our algorithm, we consider two situations: one in which

it performs both inspection and execution (Tabl e 4.2) and another in which it only

pelforms the execution (Table a.3). The lattel corresponds to the case where we reuse

the wavefront infolmation gathered duling previous inspection of the loop. We use g

processol's in both experiments, and valy the numbel of iterations, the iteration gr.ain

size and the number of references per iteration. Overall, we obtain good speedups: up

to 7 when inspector and executor are considered, and up to 8 when only the executor

is consideled. Obviously, the best lesults occuï when the size of the loop body (W) is
large and the numbel of accesses (r) is low. Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 also show that,

as expected, the pe.,-formance is better when the dependence chains ale short; that is
why tlre performance of the Mostly-Parallel Loop is better than the other two loons.
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W T Mostly-Serial Loop
(Hsize: 70%, Hfrac : g0%)

1/:1600 3200 6400 12800 25600

40 lls

8 T.20 1.33 1.30 r.44 7.29
/1
I 1.45 1.78 1.67 2.06 1.36
2 1.33 1.94 2.52 2.40 2^63
1 ,1.4 I e1L. L= L.<)L 

". t7 2.67 2.88

160 l-Ls

8 3.00 3.18 3.13 3.49 3.47
4 3.60 3.91 4.14 4.4I 4-36
2 3.81 4.44 4.75 4.ß 4-98
1 4.29 4.65 5.24 5.22 r44

640 p,s

8 5.02 5.43 5.75 5.79 5€5
/1T 5.74 6.01 5.34 6.50 6.46
o
L 5.83 6.30 6.53 6.81 6.91
1 6.13 6.39 6.75 6.96 7J9

(u)

W T Mixed [,oop
(Hsize: 50%, Hfrac: 50%)

l/:1600 3200 6400 12zu 2b600

(b)

40 p,s

8 1.29 1.38 1.48 r.25 121
4 1.78 1.68 r.76 1.Sl l-91
2 2.r4 2.07 2.33 2.3r 2^48
1 2.r4 2.50 2.65 2.86 2^n

160 ¡rs

ð 3.15 3.02 3.38 3.42 315
/1 3.81 4.2r 4.28 [i8 - Lr6
2 4.36 4.62 4.84 4.94 5J1
1 5.00 5.50 5.24 5.45 550

640 lls

8 5.74 5.70 5.78 5.79 5.6-
4 6.18 6.77 6.45 6.48 6^56
n 6.64 6.75 6.81 6.89--- 7-00
1 6.46 6.94 7.70 7.03 7J9

q,1



W T Mostly-Parallel Loop
(Hsize: 90%, HÍrac : I0%)

l/:1600 3200 6m

40 ps

8 1.27 1.25 1.40 L44 Lß
4 i.89 2.00 1.91 2.02 2n5
ôz 2.30 2.r3 W
1 3.00 3.10 W

760 p,s

8 3.26 3.05 3.25 3.16 3-02
,t
I 4.36 4.36 4.44 4.33---822-
2 5.00 4.62 5.04 5.03-- 5l1-
1 5.00 5.22 5.58 Bit 5S0

640 ¡,r.s

8 5.61 5.95 5.85 5.89 5.96
/1
I 6.49 6.58 6.52 --6.51 653
2 6.64 6.73 6.89 --6.89 6.95
1 7.03 6.94 m

(.)

Table 4'2: Speedup of our algorithm over serial execution including ins7tector and,
erecutor using 8 processors.

W T Mostly-Serial Loop -
(Hsize: I0%, Hfrac: g0%)

1/:1600 3200 6400 12800 2b600

40 p.s

8 3.60 5.14 5.46 5.96 650
4 4.00 4.00 5.42 - 6Í9 6.44
2 3.75 4.43 5.73 r95 6.41
1 3.75 4.30 5.55 6i5 628

160 p,s

B 5.73 6.53 6.94 7.30 7 .43
,1a 5.55 6.42 6.97 7.30 750
2 6.10 6.32 6.91 7.n 7 49
1 6.00 6.40 7.09 7 .n - 7 .n

640 l-Ls

ð 6.70 7.00 7.37 7.62 7 t8
/l 6.8e 7.07 6m
) 6.64 7.04 7J8-7S0 7Je
1 6.83 7.04 7.43-- 7.62- Z80

(u)

o(
L.)



lÃ/ T Mixed Loop
(Hsize: 50%, Hfrac: 50Vo)

N:1600 3200 m

40 ¡,r,s

8 4.50 6.00 6.36 6.22 6.36
+ 5.33 6.40 6.50 6.50 6.60
2 7.50 6.20 6.30 5.68 653
I 5.00 6.00 6.78 6.83 6fl

L60 ¡L,s

8 7.00 6.89 7.58 7.57 7.43
,1 6.78 7.63 7.18 1E---7ß1-
2 6.78 7.06 7.33 1.56 7.6r
I 7 .50 7.56 7.53 7.62 7 t0

640 ¡-r,s

8 7.53 7.67 7 .73 7.80 7.8
4 7.53 7.63 7.75 7.82 7.U
.)
L 7.47 7 .73 7.80 7.82 7.86
I 7.47 7.60 7.85 7.84 7 .87

(b)

W T Mostly-Parallel Loop
(Hsize : 90%, Hfrac : I0%)

N:1600 3200 6400 128-00-f5600-

40 l-Ls

8 5.67 5.83 6.36 6.81 6-50
4 5.67 6.40 6.50 6.51 6t2
2 5.33 6.40 6.30 6.5s 6J8
1 7.50 7.75 6.78 6.42 7.r7

i60 I-LS

8 7.75 7.35 7 .35 7.58 7S0
/1
I 7.63 7.63 7.40---7.64---766
2 7.50 7.06 7.56 7.55 7 ß4
1 6.67 7.50 7 .74 7.62 7 t0

640 ¡L.s

8 7.53 7 .65 7 .78 7.88 7€S
,1 7.74 7.74 7.81 7.87 7 .87
2 7.7r 7 .7r 7 .84 7.85 7.89
1 7.77 7.73 7.80 7.88 ruO

(")

Table 4'3: Speedup of oul algorithm over serial execution including erecutor only
using 8 processor.s.

The results show that run-time parallelization is a viabie approach to speed up

loops that cannot be handled by compile-time parallelization. This approach gives
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Sood results when (a) both the inspector and executor are considered and (b) the

executol only is considered. There is no big leap in per-formance when the inspector.

Iesults are reused because the inspector stage is very efficient and fast. To see how the

speedup val'ies with the number of plocessols) we also ran several experiments with

the thlee different types of loops using various numbers of processor.s. With up to g

processols, we obtain aimost linear speedups using (1) both inspector and executor

and (2) executol only. We expect the speedup to be scalable to a larqer numbers of

processors.

4.4 Performance coffrparison with chen et al.ts
Iscflerne

Table 4.4 gives the speedup of our scheme over Chen et al.'s when both inspector.

and executor are considered. It indicates the superior performance of our algorithrn

in this case' It is also clear that the pelfolmance of our approach does not degracle

rapidly as the DOACROSS loop stlucture becomes more and moÌe parallel in natur.e.

This is lalgely because oul inspectol is much faster and more efficient. Moreover, it
does not require special synchronization opelations and uses very little inter-processor.

communication.
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W T Mostly-Serial Loop
(Hsize: 70T0, Hfrac : 90%)

N:1600 3200 6400 12800 25600

40 ¡,r,s

8 4.60 13.85 37.40 110.56 25L99
4 1.82 3.83 10.08 32.67 76.97
a,
L i.i1 1.50 3.28 7.75 21.80
I 1.00 1.00 7.45 2.07 5.04

r60 I-LS

8 3.71 10.21 26.11 76.44 794.45
4 1.82 2.88 7.r7 19.00 49.40
2 1.25 1.67 2.47 4.70 11.47
1 7.74 r.27 7.52 1.87 3.27

640 l.Ls

8 2.46 5.27 13.18 33.94 86.60
Á
I r.62 2.14 3.71 8.17 19.83
2 r.44 r.62 1.90 2.84 5.12
1 1.41 7.47 1.58 r.77 2.25

(u)

ÍÌt/ r Mixed Loop
(Hsize: 50%, Hfrac: 50%)

1/:1600 3200 6400 12800 25600

40 I,Ls

8 23.71 98.31 348.4 744.25 1554.58
4 6.78 17.58 69.22 232.65 614.60
2 2.86 4.20 12.67 48.04 165.2S
1 1.43 r.75 2.96 8.14 29.47

160 I'rs

8 16.55 62.61 226.22 576.05 1153.98
/1
f 4.r3 11.86 44.82 142.49 359.50
n 1.86 2.85 7.22 26.74 86.73
1 1.33 1.55 1.98 4.38 75.29

640 p.s

ð 8.62 30.39 100.75 255.22 538.18
A+ 2.3r 5.09 17.85 57.16 14550
2 1.33 1.68 3.23 9.93 3127
I 1.03 7.14 i.35 2.05 5.68

(b)
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W r Mostly-Parallel Loop
(Hsize : 90T0, Hfrac : I0%)

1{:1600 3200 64@

L(\ ,, "

8 24.50 95.36 348.70 1984J3 1898€2
4 6.78 21.50 80m
2 2.86 4.13 ffi
1 2.20 2.30 m

160 ¡L,s

8 18.47 66.63 229.27 560ß9 n42^25
4 4.79 12.93 49.29W
2 2.77 2.88 7.58m
i r.25 r.43 2.07 -414 1ffi9

640 pr,s

e 8.77 33.67 107.56 268iT 584*97
AT 2.4r 5.53 19.m
2 1.36 1.69 3.3m
I 1.15 1.14 m

(c)

Table 4'4: Speedup of our algorithm over Chen et al.'s scheme including znspector
and executor using 8 processors.

Table 4'5 considels the executor only, which is important if the inspector results

are reused acl'oss loop invocations. It shows that our executor gives better perfor-

mance for the Mostly-Seri'al and Mired Loops. This is because our scheme has better

iteration space to processor mapping during the executor stage whereas their executor

spends plocessoÌ cycles busy-waiting. In the case of Mostly-parallel loops, both the

schemes show nearly identical results because there is not much busy-waitinq overhead

involved.
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W T Mostly-Serial Loop
(Hsize : 10T0, Hfrac : g0%)

N:1600 3200 6400 1t800--25600

40 ¡L,s

8 1.00 r.43 r.54 1.63 r.75
/1
I 1.25 i.00 r.42 1.6' r.66
2 I Ox 1 1 Á t nL.¿o 1.14 1.45 I.57 L64
1 1.00 r.14 1.36 150 1-54

160 lls

8 i.36 1.58 1.61 1.68 1.73
+ r.45 r.47 1.60 r.61 ltr
2 1.40 7.47 7.57 1.64 rtT
1 1.40 1.47 1.59 1.65 1J0

640 p,s

8 1.50 1.55 1.63 1.68 r.n
/1T 1.51 1.56 r.62 1 69--Ji-
2 r.47 1.56 r.62 1.72 13r
1 1.51 1.54 1.62 r.67 Ln

(u)

W r Mixed Loop
(Hsize - 50T0, Hfrac: b0%)

1/:1600 3200 ffi

40 l.Ls

8 1.00 r.67 L82 1.78 1'84
Aa 1.00 r.20 m
2 1.00 1.00 r J0 1^05 i21
i 0.67 0.80 1m

160 ps

8 1.00 1.06 1.18 1.15 1J6
4 0.89 1.06 1.03 1.06 1-00
2 0.89 0.94 0.97 1.03 1J4
I 1.00 1.00 i.00 1.00 1J2

640 ps

8 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.03 1n3
4 r.00 0.98 1.00 1.01 1^02
2 0.94 0.98 0m
1 0.e4 0.e7 m

(b)
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W T Mostly-Parallel Loop
(Hsize : 90%, Hfrac: I0%)

1/:1600 32m

40 ¡t.s

8 1.00 1.00 1.09 1.33 111
/1a 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.15 1-08, 0.67 0.80 0.90 1X0 1^03
1 1.50 7.25 1.00 0.95 1X3

L60 ¡ts

I 1.13 1.06 i.03 1.03 1J3
4 1.00 1.00 m
2 1.00 0.e4 lm
1 0.89 0.94 1.00 1.00 1^0i

640 ¡,r.s

8 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 iCIl
A
I 1.00 0.98 1.01 1^01 1-00
2 i.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1^01
1 1.00 0.e8 0.98 l¡d---1J1

(c)

Table 4.5: Speedup of our algorithm over Chen et al.'s scheme includins erecutor
only tsing 8 processors.

o1
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In Figur-es 4.2 and 4.3, the sensitivity of the inspector (both schemes) to the

diffelent types of loops is shown. The columns ale normalized to the lVIosily-Serial

case' Results show that oul inspector is less sensitive to differences in loop type and

gives consistent per-formance compar.ed to chen et al.,s scheme.
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Figure 4.2: The sensitivity of the inspector to different types of loops fo¡ iteration
count (Ð : 1600 and numbe¡ of accesses per iteration (rj : 1.
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Figure 4'3: The sensitivity of the inspector to diffelent types of loops for iteration
count (1V) : 25600 and number of accesses peï iteration (") : t.
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In Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the sensitivity of the inspector (both schemes) to the

number of references pel itelation is shown. The columns a.e nor.malizecl to the r :
1 case' Results show that our inspector gives much bettel perfor-mance comparecl to

Chen eú ¿/''s scheme even though it, too, is sensitive to the number- of references Ðe.'

iteration.
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f=l i-a r=4 ¡=8

Figule 4.4: The sensitivity of the inspector to the number of refer-ences
for iteration count (À0 : 1600.

r=2 r=4 r=8

Figure 4'5: The sensitivity of the inspector to the number of references per inter.ation
for iteration count (Itr) : 2b600.
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In Figures 4.6 and 4.7, lhe sensitivity of the executor (both schemes) to the differ-

ent types of loops is shown. The columns are nolmalized to the Mostly-parallel case.

Results show that oul executor is less sensitive to differences in loop types compaled

to Chen et al.'s scheme.
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Figure 4'6: The sensitivity of lhe erecutor to different types of loops for iteration
count (1V) : 1600 and number of accesses per iteration (rj : 1.

ii:=?ä" iî:;=:\i. iî,::-;:,i.

Figure 4.7: The sensitivity of rhe erecutor to different types of loops for iteration
count (4 : 25600 and number of accesses per iteration (r) : 1.
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In Figules 4.8 and 4.9, the sensitivity of the executor (both schemes) to the nuûì-

ber of t-eferences per itelation is shown. The columns are normalizecl to the r : I
case' Results show that both the schemes are relatively insensitive to the number- of

Ìeferences pel iteration. Still oul scheme has slightly better performance compared

io Chen et al.'s scheme.

r=2

Figure 4.8: The sensitivity of the erecutor l,o
for iteration count (Ð : 1600.
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Summarizing these results we have the followine:

ø Our inspectol gives consistent performance fol all the different types of loops

whereas Chen eú ø/.'s inspector'lacks consistency across the var-ious loop types

(i'e, performance degrades as the DOACROSS loop structure becomes more

and more paraliei in nature).

o During the executor stage, the new scheme ensuÌes better iter-ation space to

processol mapping thereby achieving better load balance and overall speedup.

4"5 Ferformance of the executor: Ba*ier synchro-

nization us. Busy-wait

Table 4'6 compares the speedups of the two different types of executor. in the new

scheme with Chen et al.'s executor. The results show that the executor (busy-wait)

gives better performance than the execut or (barcier synchronization) for Mos¡y-Serial

loops' From Table 4.7 1t is evident that for Mostly-Parallelloops the performance of

the executot (busy-wait) is poor compared to the execut or (barrier synchronization).

The results include the run-time overhead of setting up the sequence table in the case

of executor (busy-waiú). Atso note that busy-waiti,nq does not induce any significant

increase in bus traffic.
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W T Executor (New scheme)
(B arrier synchronization)

N:1600 3200 6400 12800 25600

40 p,s

8 0.52 0.39 0.47 0.60 1.08
4 0.37 0.49 0.42 0.55 0.99
2 0.39 0.35 0.47 0.51 0.94
1 0.28 0.32 0.35 0.42 0SS

160 ¡-rs

ö 0.95 0.7r 0.85 1.09 1.99
/1 0.72 0.97 0.78 1.07 r-93
2 0.66 0.73 0.98 1.03 Ln
1 0.61 0.66 0.72 0.97 1.85

640 I,Ls

8 1.32 0.96 1.14 1.47 2.74
Á
I 1.00 1.35 1.09 r.47 2.74
2 0.92 1.00 i.36 7.44 2t2
t 0.85 0.93 1.01 1.36 2.6r

(u)

W T Executor (New scherne)
(Busy-wait)

l/:1600 3200 6400 128-00- 25600

40 ¡.r.s

8 0.89 0.79 0.88 1.03 r.42
Á+ 0.94 1.10 0.99 ï.25 1€0
2 1.13 1.00 1.30 7.37 2J9
1 0.94 1.03 1.07 1.39 237

160 l-Ls

8 r.30 0.98 1.15 r.45 2.36
Á r.r2 7.44 1.18 i.55 2.68
2 1.06 1.15 1.53 1.59 2.89
1 0.98 r.07 1.16 1.55 2.91

640 p,s

8 r.52 1.08 7.28 1.63 2.96
4 L.r7 r.57 r.25 1.68 3.m
2 1.08 1.18 1.60 1.67 3.17
1 0.99 i.08 1.19 1.60 3^07

(b)

Table 4.6: Comparison of the speedup of the two different types of executors in the
new scheme relative to Chen et al.'s executor. The lesults corÌespond to a

Mostly-Serial Loop (Hsi,ze : 0.ITo, Hfrac : g0%).
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w T Executor (New scheme)
(B arrier synchronization)

1/:1600 3200 6400 12800 25600

40 ¡L"s

8 r.00 1.00 1.09 1.33 1.11
,4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.15 1JS
2 0.67 0.80 0.90 1.00 1x3
I 1.50 r.25 1.00 0.95 1^03

160 lt's

8 i.13 i.06 1.03 1.03 i.03
4 1.00 i.00 1.00 1.02 Ln
2 1.00 0.94 1.00 i.00 1J0
1 0.89 0.94 1.00 1.00 1-01

640 ps

8 i.00 i.00 1.01 1.01 1.01
4 1.00 0.98 i.01 1.01 1^00
2 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1^01
I r.00 0.98 0.98 1.00 1J1

(u)

W T Executor (New scheme)
(Busy-wait)

1/:1600 3200 64m

40 p,s

8 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.29 0.26
À

I 0.43 0.36 0.32 0.48 0J6
2 0.40 0.40 0.45 0.48 0.48
I 1.00 0.71 0.60 0.60 059

160 ¡L,s

8 0.53 0.53 0.52 0.50 050
/11 0.67 0.64 0.66 0.64 0^65
2 0.80 0.80 0.78 0t7- 0t6
1 1.00 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.84

640 ¡.r,s

8 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.82 0s1
+ 0.e1 0.e0 m
2 0.97 0.s4 0m
1 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96 0s8

(b)

Table 4.7: Comparison of the speedup of the two different types of executors in the
new scheme relative to Chen et al.'s executor. The lesults corïespond to a

Mostly-Par.allel Loop(Hsize : gTyo, Hfrac : I0%).

In tlre Mostly-Seriøl loops, thele are

dependent iterations (since there will be

many more opportunities for overlap among

numtrer of dependent iterations), whereas in

38



the case of Mostly-Parallel loops there are fewer dependent iterations, so the chances

for over'lapped execution of dependent iterations are far fewer-. Thus, it is quite obvi-

ous tlrat the executor (busy-waiú) does not give better performance when compar.ed

to the executor' (banier synchron,ization) in the Mostly-parallel case.
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Chapter 5

Perf,orrrrance on a distributed
rnernory rrT achine

In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of oul algorithm on a distributed mem-

ory machine. We use PVM (Palallel Virtual Machine) [5] to utilize a collection

of networked heterogeneous workstations as a single distributed memo¡y machine.

Palallel Virtual Machine (PVM) is a widely-used software system that allows a het-

er-ogeneous set of palallel and serial UNIX-based computers to be programmecl as a

single distlibuted-memoly parallel machine. It is portable and runs on a wide variety

of modern platforms. It is the mainstay of the Heter-ogeneous Network Computing

Iesearch project, a collabolative venture between the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

the University of Tennessee, Bmory University, and Carnegie Mellon University. We

present a brief overview of PVM, its architecture, its computing model, the program-

ming interface it suppor-ts, auxiliary facilities for plocess gr-oups and its use on highly

parallel systems like the IBM SP-2, Cray T3D, etc. Further, issues and possibilities

for faster message passing and active messaging are discussed. We then touch ¡pon

MPVM (a Migration transparent velsion of PVM) which supports tr-ansparent pro-

cess miglation among the multiple hosts that constitute the virtual machine. We

then plesent the speedups of the distributed version of our algorithm for loop paral-
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lelization over serial execution. The pelformance of our algor.ithm on the distributed

memory model is encouraging particulally when the granularity of the computation

is large enough to jusiify distr-ibution.

5.1- FVM: Architecture and programming

PVM architecture

The PVM system consists of a daemon process called the pumd, running on each

host on a netwolk of workstations (NOW) and a run-time library called the parnlib

linked into each application pïocess (Figure 5.1). Each pumd, is assigned a unique

host ID or hid. It is designed so that any user with a valicl login can install this

daemon on a machine. A user wishing to run a PVM application creates a virtual

machine by starting up PVM. This involves stalting pumd, on each of the nodes in

the virtual machine (which is done automatically). The pumd, running on the node

which started up PVM becomes the master ltumcl. When a master pumd dies, all

other pamds (slave pumds) also die. But if any one of the slave pamds die due to

node failure or loss of network accessibility, the node is removed from the virtual

machine configuration automatically (by a time-out mechanism). The pvmlib defines

a suite of PVM plimitives that presents a "message-passing parallel machine" ApI
(Application Programming Interface) to the application.

A PVM application is composed of Unix processes linked with the pvmlib. These

processes' called tasks in PVM, communicate with each other. via message-passing

primitives found in the pvmlib. Just lil<e the pumds, each taslc is assigned a task ID

or tid which uniquely identifies each task in the viltual machine. These ticls are used to

designate the source and destination tasks for messages (i.e., messages are addressecl

to tasks, not to ports or mailboxes). Although PVM encodes information in each tid.
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Figure 5.1: PVM system.

the user is expected to treat the tids as opaque integer. identifiers. pVM contains

several routines that leturn tid values so that the user application can identifv othe.

tasks in the system.

PVM includes the concept of user named groups. when a task joins a group, it
is assigned a unique "instance" number in that group. Instance numbers star.t at 0

(the group owner) and count up. In rreeping with the pvM philosophy, the group

functions ale designed to be very general and transparent to the user. For example,

any PVM task can join or leave any group at any time without having to infor.m any

other task in the affected groups. Also, groups can overlap, and tasks can broadcast

messages to groups of which they are not a member'. There are specific group functions

available for gloup operations like broadcast, barriel synchronization, global sum etc.

Applications have to be linked with a special library libgpamfor group operations.

Normally, the va'ious tasl<s in a group are identified by the nurnberc 0, ..., (p - 1),
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where p is the number of tasks in the gÌoup.

Messages passed within the PVM system can be categorized into system messages

and appiication messages. System messages are used exclusively by PVM to manage

the viltual machine and perfolm application code lequests (e.g, spawn a new task,

get information about the viltual machine, etc.). The application code is not aware

of these messages. Appiication messages on the othel hand are gener-ated ancl used

exclusively by the PVM applications.

PVM provides two louting mechanisms for appiication messages; indirect and

direct routing. The choice of routing mechanism to use is contr.olled by the appli-

cation code. By default) messages are routed indilectly. Using indirect routing, as

illustrated in Figure 5.1, a message from tasl< T2 to T3 passes through T2's local

pamd (pumd on hostl), through 13's local pumd, (pamd on host2), and finally to T3.

Pumd-to-Pumd communication uses UDP (User Datagram Protocol) socket connec-

tions while task-to-task communications use a TCP (Transmission Control protocol)

socket connection which is established during task start-up. In direct routing (pvm-

RouteDirect), a message flom task T2 to T4, also illustrated in Figure b.1, uses a

TCP socket connection between T2 and T4, by-passing the pumds altogether. TCp

connections between tasks are created "on-demand". Only when tasks that have set

their routing option to use direct routing sta¡t communicating with each other. ar.e

TCP connections established.

In indirect routing (the default routing mechanism), connectionless UDp sockets

gualantee scalability, since a single UDP socket can communicate with any number of

tasks (local or r-emote). Because the communicationbetween tasks is routed through

the pumds, however', messages need three hops to reach their destination. This is

not very efficient. In the case of direct routing (task-to-task), connection-oriented
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TCP sockets are used for direct communication between the tasl<s. The use of TCp

sockets tends to exhaust the limitecl number of file descriptors in a system. Since

TCP connections establish a direct communication link between the tasiçs. however.

messages t-each their destination in a single hop.

An important aspect to remember when using PVM is the message ordering se-

mantics it provides. PVM guarantees that messages sent f-,-.om one task to another.

are received in the same order they were sent. The importance of recognizing this

"guaLantee" is that thele are PVM applications that will take advantage of this

message-ordeling semantics. Hence, new versions of PVM such as MPVM should

maintain the same semantics.

In PVM version 3.3.4 and above, it is possible to designate a special taslc as

the resource manager. The resouïce manager) also called the global scheduler (GS),

is responsible for decision malting policies such as task-to-processor. allocation for

sensibly scheduling multiple parallel applications. Using a global scheduler makes it
convenient to experiment with different scheduling policies. In MpVM, the interface

between the pumds and the GS has been extended to accommodate task migration,

allowing the GS to use dynamic scheduling policies.

PVM prograrnming

The PVM computing model assumes that an application consists of several tasks.

Each task is responsible for a part of the application's computational workload. Some-

times an application is parallelized along its functions; that is, each task performs a

different function, for example, input, problem setup, solution, output and display.

This process is often called functional parallelism. A rnore common method of par-

allelizing an application is called data palallelism. In this method all the tasks ar.e
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the same, but each one solves only a small part of the plobiem using a subset of the

data. This is also referred to as the SPMD (single-progïam multiple-data) model of

parallel computing. PVM supports either or a mixture of these methods. The pVM

system currentiy supports the C, C++, and For.tran languages.

The generai paradigm for application pr-ogramming with PVM is as follows. A

user writes one ol'more sequential programs in C, C+*, or. FortranTT that contain

embedded calls to the PVM liblaly. Each program corresponds to a taslc making up

the application. These proglams are compiled for each alchitecture in the host pool,

and the resulting object files are placed at a location accessible from the relevant

machines in the host pool. To execute an application, a usel typically starts one

copy of one task (usually the "master" or "initiating" task) by hand from a machine

within the host pool. This plocess subsequently stalts othel PVM tasks, eventually

resulting in a collection of active tasks that then compute locally and exchange mes-

sages with each other to solve the problem. Note that while the above is a typical

scenario, as many tasks as applopriate may be stalted manually. As mentioned ear.-

lier, tasks intelact through explicit message passing, identifying each other with a

system-assigned, opaque tid.

Shown in Figule 5.2 is the body of the PVM program hello, a simple example that

illustrates the basic concepts of PVM progïamming. This program is intended to be

invoked manually. After printing its task id (obtained with pvm_:nyt id ( ) ), it initiates

a copy of anothe' program called hello-other using the pvn-spar¿no function. A

successful spawn results in code being executed which causes the spawning pr.ogram

to execute a blocking receive using pvmrecv. After receiving the desired message

fÌom the spawned process, the proglam prints the message sent by its counterpart, as

well as the counte'-par-t's task id. The message buffer is extracted from the message
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#include "pvm. h',
main ( )
{
int cc, tid, msgtag;
char buf [100] ;

printf (t'i,¡ t%x\n", pvm_myt¡-¿O ) ;

cc = pvm-spatin("he11o_other", (char x*) O, 0, ,,', , 1, &tid) ;

if (cc == l) {
msgtag = 1;
pvm_recv(tid, msgtag) ;
pvm_upkstr(buf) ;

printf ("f rom t7.x: %s\n" , tid, buf ) ;
Ì
else
printf ("ca¡'t start hello_other\n") ;

pvm_exit O ;

]

Figure 5.2: PVM program hello.c
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#include "pvm.h"

main ( )
{
ì-+ *+.il *^-L^r_uu PUr(r, msglag;
¡h ar }. rrf Fr nnlvq¿ L¿vvJ ,

ptid = pvm_parentO;

strcpy(buf , "hell_o, Ìilorld from ") ;
gethostname(buf + strlen(buf), 64) ;

msgtag = 1;
pvm_ init send (PvmDat aDef ault ) ;
pvm-pkstr(buf);
pvm-send(ptid, msgtag) ;

pvm-exit O ;

l

Figule 5.3: PVM program hello_other.c

using pvm-upstr. The final pvm-exit call dissociates the proglam fi'om the pVM

system.

Figule 5'3 is a listing of the "slave" oï spawned program; its first pVM action

is to obtain the task id of the "master" using the pvm-parent call. This program

then obtains its hostname and transmits it as the message string to the master using

the three-call sequence - pvm-initsend to initialize the send buffer; pvm-pkstr to

place the string, in a strongly typed and alchitecture-independent manner, into the

send buffer; and pvm-send to tlansmit it to the destination process specified by ptid,

"tagging" the message with the number 1.
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XPVM

XPVM [9] is a graphical user interface fol PVM. Even though the pr.imary function of

XPVM is to visualize what is going on inside a PVM application, the interface actually

performs four separate functions. First, XPVM is a glaphical console allowing a use¡

to start PVM, add hosts, spawn tasks, reset the virtual machine, and stop pVM

all by clicking buttons. Second, XPVM is a real-time pe.,-formance monitor. While

an application is r-unning, XPVM displays a space-time diagram of the par-allel tasks

showing when they are computing, communicating, or idle. The display also animates

the message trafic between tasks. Thild, XPVM is a "call level,' clebugger.. Ihe

user can see the last PVM call made by each task as the application is ¡unning.

Foulth, XPVM is a post-mortem analysis tool. XPVM writes out a trace file that

can be replayed, stopped, stepped, and rewound in order to study the behavior. of

a completed par-allel run. XPVM is built on TCL/TK [12], which is a library for.

developing X-Windows applications. TCL/TK makes it easy to change, customize,

and extend the XPVM inter.face.

5.2 PVM extensions

Faster message passing

The communication routines parn-psend, ancJ pam-precu combine the initialize, pack,

and send operations into a single call reducing the call overhead. The biggest perfor-

mance gain is seen when using these routines on an MPP (Massively parallel proces-

sor). Psend and precv can be as fast as native communication routines on an Mpp.

The vendors of MPPs iike the IBM sp-2, the Intel paragon, the cM-5, etc., pr.ovide

optimized implementations of Ttum-psend and parn-preca for their own ar-chitectules

l6l.
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PVM uses the XDR (eXternal Data Representation) data encoding format by

default (PumDataDefault) for communication between differ^ent nodes in the virtual

machine. If the communication is between nodes using the same data for-mat, then

the data encoding option (PurnDataRaw) can be specified instead, while initializing

the send buffer. Psend and precv use the PumDatahaw ð,ata encoding format, which

means that it can only be used fol communication between nodes which have the

same data format.

To reduce the numbel of ciata copies, an InPlace packing option was added. With

this option the user's data is left in-place in the user's memory and not copied into

a send buffer. The user has to make sure that the data is not overwr-itten befor-e the

actual send takes place. PVM keeps track of what data the user has packed and copies

the diffelent pieces directly from the user's memoly to the network. This option not

only improves the communication speed, but also reduces the buffer space r-equired

inside PVM.

For XPVM to work, PVM must send out trace events of what is happening in the

virtual machine. These trace messages can be quite intrusive and cause a degradation

in performance (tracing is turned off by default). To address this problem tr-aces may

be buffered' Experiments have shown that local buffering of even a modest number.of

tr-ace events (20 events) can give a significant performance increase over no buffering

for many (but not all) applications. Because buffeled tracing is less intrusive, it also

results in mole accurate monitoring.

To implement faster collective communication operations and more efficient group

operations on multiprocessols, investigations are undelway to adcl the concept of

static gloups to PVM. Currently, all groups are dynamic in PVM. Group member.s

can join and leave asynchronously. What may be added is a way for the user to
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specify that a group is now static, i.e., its membership will no longer change. Once

this occurs, PVM can cache the gr-oup information about the tasks.

Tlrele are also plans to incorporate the concept of contert into pVM. Context as

defined in the MPI (Message Passing Intelface) [26] documentation isoiates a com-

munication space and allows the cleation of "safe" palallel liblalies. Such librar.ies

simplify application development while also supplying fast, robust, par.allel imple-

mentations. Thus, the addition of context into PVM will improve application pe¡for-

mance' Unlike MPI, PVM will incorporate context as an option so that all existing

code continues to run unchanged and users need not understand or use context calls

unless they r.equire them.

Network multicast is a feature being incorporated into most new oper-ating sys-

tems' Multicast sends one message onto a network that is r.eceived by a predetermined

set of hosts. This is potentially much faster than the present method in pVM. which

sends separate copies of a message to each host.

Different approaches have been taken to build faster message passing mechanisms

into PVM [7]. One of the recent efforts is to use shared memoÌy based channels to

replace the socket-based mechanism between the PVM claemon and its local tasks.

Another effort is the construction of a new mechanism named pvmRouteAtm to

exploit the bandwidth of an ATM networl< based on the socket-like application pro-

gramming interface from FORE Systems (FORE Systems supplies this inter-face with

theil ATM calds). Test results show that better per-formance has been achievecl with

PvmRouteAtm than with PvmRouteDirect. The shared memoÌy effort failed to gain

perfoÌmance due to reasons such as context switching overhead and slow semaphore

ope'ations. standard PVM works with ATM networks by using TCp/Ip. Experi-

ments have shown that communication between two SPARC2 computers is up to five
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PVM (Parallel \ irtual Machine)
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Internet Protocol ATM API

ATM Adaptation Layers 3/415

Figule 5.4: Plotocol Hierar-chy.

times faster on an ATM network than on an ethelnet. Other experiments have shown

that an additional 30% improvement is possible by using an ApI below TCp.

The FORtr systems ATM API (Figure 5.4) library routines provide a portable,

socket-like interface to the ATM data link layer. This inter.face is at about the same

level as IP. It provides support for a connection-oriented client-server model. After

a connection is set up, the network makes a 'best' effort to deliver ATM cells to the

destination. But cells may be dropped during the transmission depending on the

availability of resources. So, unlike the connection-o¡iented TCP socket, flow cont.ol

and retr-ansmission facilities have to be provided by the appiications. Like BSD socket

programming's socket) call, atm-open0 is used to open a file descriptor in the ATM

API and then bind a local Application Selvice Access Point to the file descriptor with

atm-bi,nd0.

Thele ale 5 AALs (ATM Adaptation Layers) in ATM (AAL1-5) with different fea-

tures. FORE systems API is based on AAL3/4 (AAL3 and AAL4 are treated identi-

cally) and AALS' AALS is plovided to support communication in computer networks

with perfor-mance optimization. It was proposed mainly by the computing industr-y as

a method of reducing data transport overhead within the telecommunication-oriented
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ATM infrastructure. It has a Simple and Efficient ATM Adaptation Layer (also known

as SEAL) that can be used for- bridged ancl louted Protocol Data Units lpDUs).

Atm-send0 and atm-recu0 are used to transfer messages. One PDU is transferred

on each call. The rnaximum size of a PDU depends on the AAL selected and the

constraints imposed by the underlying device dr-iver implementation.

ATM also has lowel level support for operations such as multicast. This is another

topic of interest to PVM. Further-, a single host may be multi-homed., as a result it
may have differ^ent names in the Bthelnet and ATM environments. Somethins has io

be done to avoid naming conflict in a pvM/ATM implementation.

Fossibilities for Active Messaging

Active messaging 118] is a communications model designed around the interaction

of a networ-k interface and its dliving software in an operating system. By utilizing

this model, the usel' can design applications that make better use of the available

computing and communication resoutces. Currently, successful implementations exist

only for a certain subset of workstations and network adapters.

Active messaging (AM) was first introduced at the University of California at

Belkeiey 122] as a means to reduce the communication latency inherent in distributed

computing. This idea was driven by the discrepancy in performance between tr-adi-

tional multi-phase communication plotocols and the actual access time of the network

device. The concept of an AM is as elegant as it is simple. When an AM arrives, the

address of a user'-defined handler is lead out of the message's header. This handler

is then invoked with a pointer to the message as its argument. This handler is small

and compact' It performs some finite amount of work, which rnay include sending a

reply AM, and then returns. The user's progÌam can then continue. The role of the
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user-defined handler is merely to fitt ol empty the data fr-om the network,s buffe¡s.

Usually, this consists of a simple read) or merncpy) and the setting of a few flags

that are polled during computation.

In active messaging, the key to performance lies in the close interaction with the

networ'l< hardware, to avoid protocol specific deiays. This may ver.y well limit the

portability of applications. Another relevant issue is the deliver-y of active messages

while the user''s code is executing in a clitical section. This of course, can be avoided

by polled I/O. The question of whethel AMs fully eliminate the OS message buffer.ing

problem is still debatable. Furthermore, the cost of context switching, particular.ly

when the user's code is compute-intensive is to be noted.

Overall, active messaging could pÌove to be a wor-thwhile addition to the pVM

suite if done carefully. However', an AM implementation will not provide an oveÌ-

whelming "out-of-the-box" improvement over PVM's direct routed psend, and. preca

APIs. AMs will provide users the tools to redesign their- applications to communi-

cate more efficiently. The asynchronous nature of AMs combined with over.lapped

communication and computation can lead to order-s of magnitude speedup, especialiy

on algorithms that interleave massive data movement and computation. If it can be

shown that the AM model can suppolt PVM's level of functionality and that active

messages routinely genelate more robust and efficient distributed applications, the¡

the issue of the conversion of the PVM suite to use this paracligm should be seriouslv

considered.

MPVM: A Migration transparent version of pVM

MPVM [8] is an extension of PVM which allows parts of the parallel computation

to be suspended and subsequently resumed on other workstations. There are three
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key goals to considei- in the design of MPVM. First, migration has to be transparent

to both application programmer and user'. Neithel the programmer nor the user

needs to know that portions of the application ale migrating. Second, sour-ce-code

compatibility with PVM has to be maintained. Source-code compatibility will allow

existing PVM applications to run under MPVM without, or at least with minimal,

modification. Lastly, MPVM has to be as po'table as possible.

Task migration is the ability to suspend the execution of a task on one machine

and subsequently l'esume its execution on another. A majol r-equir.ement for task

migration is that the migration should not affect the colrectness of the task. Execu-

tion of the task should proceed as if the migration never took place. To ensur.e the

"ttansparency" of the miglation, it is necessary to capture the state of the task on the

source machine and reconstluct it on the target machine. The problem addressecl by

MPVM is how to capture and reconstruct the state information so that taslcs can be

migrated from one machine to another without affecting the correctness of the entile

application.

Once the application is up and lunning, it executes just iike a traditional PVM ap-

plication would, until a task ìras to miglate. There are a nurnber-of leasons for a task

to migrate: excessively high machine load, machine reclamation by its owner, a more

suitable machine becomes available, etc. Regardless of the rationale for- migration,

the same migration mechanism can be used.

A migration plotocoi is used to facilitate the migration. The migr-ation protocol

is divided into foul stages as shown in Figure 5.5. White the first stage addresses

"wllen" migration occuls, the last three stages colrespond exactly to the main steps

in migration: state capture, transfer', and state re-construction. An important com-

ponent of the migration protocol is what are collectively called Control Messaqes.
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These control messages' or CMs, are special system messages added to the pumds

and the pvmlib code for the pulpose of managing task migration. Just like other-

system messages, these control messages are invisible to the application code. Ex-

amples of CMs is SM-MIG (SM stands for Schecluier Message and MIG stands for^

MigÌate) sent by the GS to the purnd on the host whele the task to be migr-ated is

currently executing. The miglation of a task is triggered by a migr-ation event. This

event triggers the GS which determines whethel or not tasks have to be migr.ated.

If so, it also decides which tasks to migrate, to whele and subsequently initiates the

appropliate actions thr-ough CMs.

Upon receipt of an SM-MIG CM, the pvmd (on the host which holds the task

to be migrated) verifies that the tid belongs to a locally executing task. Migration

initialization is divided into two components which occur in parallel. The fir-st com-

ponent, local initialization, involves "pr-iming-up" the task to be migrated for the

state transfer. This involves flushing all messages in the TCP socket connections ancl

closing the connections. It is necessary to flush the TCP socket connections to avoid

losing any message that may be buffered. The second component, r-emote initializa-

tion, involves the creation of a "skeleton process" that will be the recipient of the

state information to be transfered. The skeleton process provides the infrastructu¡e

to which process state can be transferred and which will eventually be executing in

the context of the or-iginal task.

State transfer has three requirements: the soulce of the state, the r-ecipient of

the state, and the rnedium thlough which the state will be transferred. The first

two components ale satisfied by the task to be migratecl and the skeleton process

respectively. For the transfer medium, a TCP connection, to be established at process

state transfer time, is used. For the TCP connection to be established, it is necessary
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that the skeleton process have a TCP socket to which the original task can connect.

State tlansfel involves captur-ing the process' state (text, data, stack, an¿ processor

context), transferring it to anothel host and reconstructing it.

After sending all the necessary state infolmation to the skeleton process, the orig-

inal process ierminates. It is at this point whele the original task is officially removed

from the soulce host. The skeleton plocess after receiving the or-iginai task,s state,

assimilates it as its own. This assimilation of state is done by placing the receivecl

data and stack state in their-appropriate place in the skeleton pLocess' virtual ad-

dress space. Befole the skeleton process can le-participate as part of the application,

it first has to le-enroll itself with its local pvmd using the purn-myti,d,0 routine. By

re-enrolling with the PVM system, the skeleton pÌocess officially becomes an MpVM

task, at the same time re-establishing its indilect communications route with the other

tasks. As fol the TCP connections that wele closecl plior to the state tr-ansfer, note

that direct connections are established "on-demand" in PVM. That is, only when a

message is first sent between two tasks (which have set their routing mode to use direct

routing) is the TCP connection established. By closing down the TCP connections in

such a way that the tasks involved "think" that there was never a connection, direct

connections with the just-migrated task will automatically be re-establishecl, using

the protocol plovided by PVM, once messages stalt flowing between them again.

Note however, that task migrations can happen only between homogeneous ma-

chine pools' By implementing the miglation at user-level, state information managed

by the OS kernel such as plocess IDs and pending signals cannot be automatically

preserved on migration. Additional tlanspaïency problems appear if the task directly

uses Unix facilities that depend on the location of the tasl<. Examples of such facilities

ale shared memoly, pipes, semaphores, sockets, and shared libraries.
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5.3 Performance evaluation of loop paralleliza-
tion on FVM

In this section, we present the performance results of oul algorithm for loop paral-

lelization (described in chapter' 3) in a distributecl memoÌy envir.onment using pVM.

We show the speedup of our scheme ovel serial execution. A selJ-scheduled, form of

our executor with barrier synclzronization is used for the comparison. A test loop

structure as shown below (this is same as the loop stlucture in Figure 4.1, re-stated

fol the reader's convenience) is used for- the experiments.

/* There are N i,terations and r accesses per iteration. INDEX contains the actual
arro,?J references. tmpl and trnp7 are dummy uariables. r/

do i : 1,N,1
do j : 1,r,1

zfþaa(fl tmpl : A[INDEX[i*r+j]l;
else A[INDEX[ixr+j]l : tmpL;
do j : 1,W,1

dummy loop simulating useful worlc
enddo

enddo
enddo

Table 5'1 shows some of the palameters of the loop str-ucture (Column 2) and

what they measure (Column 3). Column 4 shows the range of values chosen. Arr-ay

A has Nxr elements. The Hfrac and Hsize parameters are used to simulate diffelent

dependence patterns. Each access has a probability Hfrac of being a hot refer-ence.

The hot section is a portion Hsi,ze of arlay ,4. Loops with long dependence chains, ancl

therefore low parallelism, have high Hfracand low Hsize. A Mostty-Serialloop is one

with (Hsize, Hfrac): (0.rTo,g0To), a Miredloop is one with (Hsize, Hfrac): (r0%,

90%) and a Mostly-Parallel loop is one with (Hsize, Hfrac) : (g0%, r0%). Note that
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lhe Hfrac and Hsi'ze values lor Mostly-Serial and Miredloops ar.e differ-ent compar-ed to

those used in the experiments on the shared memoly machine. AIso note the iter.ation

gr-ain size (tr4f is explessed as the number of worlcloacl loop iter-ations instead of the

number of processor cycles. This is because the various nodes constituting the par-allel

viltual machine are heterogeneous, and it is difficuit to compute a common wor-kload

(in terms of processor cycles).

Pa..-am. Explanation What We Want to Measure Values
¡/ Iteration

Count
Problem size

scalability
1600,3200,6400,

12800,25600
Hfrac Hot spot

fraction Consistency over
ciependence patterns

r0%,90%
Hsize Hot spot

size 0.ITo, 70T0.,90%
l,)v Iteration grain

size
Consistency oveÌ

glain size
10,000 itelations,
20,000 iterations,
40,000 iterations

T ff references per
iteration

Consistency over'
number of accesses Ir2,4,I

Table 5.1: Loop parameters used in the experiments.

The experiments are timing runs on a virtual machine consisting of 10 nodes. The

physical distribution of the nodes is illustrated in Figule 5.6. There ar.e two subnets,

with all nodes in each subnet linked via 10 Mbit/sec Ethernet, most of which is thin-

wire (or 10Base2). One of the nodes (labetecl ff I in Figure 5.6) acts as the router.

between the 2 subnets. The application was implemented using the master/slave

computation model. The master task spawns and synchronizes all the slave tasks,

distributes the workload among the slave tasks ancl does load balancing. The master.

task normally executes on the router node, to save on communication costs. The
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Figure 5.6: The physical distribution of the various nodes in the virtual machine.
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slave tasks do the actual inspection and execution. The slave tasl<s are potentially

distributed on all the available nodes/hosts. The master task intially spawns the slave

tasks, sends initialization infolmation and then distributes the inspection among the

multiple slaves. After receiving the wavefront schedule from the slaves, the master

again distlibutes the execution among the slave tasks using the wavefront schedule.

This involves the master task sending the slaves synchronization messages as well as

distributing the workload periodicaliy.

W T Mostly-Serial Loop
(Hsi,ze: 0.7%, Hfrac: 90%)

l/:1600 3200 6400 12800 25600

10K

8 0.23 0.30 0.33 0.63 0.74
À

I 0.2r 0.31 0.34 0.68 0.80
2 0.27 0.31 0.35 0.74 0.87
1 0.26 0.33 0.35 0.68 0.88

20 I<

8 0.25 0.32 0.37 0.82 0.89
4 0.28 0.34 0.38 0.76 0.94
2 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.90 0.98
1 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.92 1.01

40K

8 0.26 0.36 0.40 0.95 7.02
A
I 0.32 0.36 0.40 7.02 7.04
2 0.33 0.39 0.40 0.91 r.07
1 0.36 0.37 0.39 1.06 1.07

(u)
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W T Mixed Loop
(Hsi,ze : I0To, Hfrac: 90%)

1/:1600 3200 6400 12800 25600

10K

ð 0.89 1.01 1.35 1.38 r.42
4 i.ig 1.33 1.62 1.81 0.79
2 r.31 1.70 1.04 1.98 2.39
1 r.44 7.82 2.03 2.47 2.49

20 I<

8 T.20 r.54 7.77 1.91 1.96
4 0.77 1.87 2.r9 2.34 2.38
.)
L 1.62 0.82 2.52 2.70 0.83
1 1.75 2.27 2.63 2.78 2.89

40K

8 1.58 0.81 2.20 2.36 2.57
4 0.80 2.29 2.64 2.7r 2.85
2 1.85 2.37 2.73 2.99 3.08
1 r.92 2.49 2.77 0.83 3.18

(b)

W r Mostly-Parallel Loop
(Hsize : 90%, Hfrac : 10%)

1/:1600 3200 6400 12800 25600

10K

8 0.98 0.66 1.15 1.35 r.4r
+ r.33 r.29 r.73 1.87 1.87
oL 1.59 2.04 1.04 2.22 2.42
1 1.69 0.78 1.01 2.29 2.57

20K

8 1.43 1.59 1.81 1.91 1.90
/1
I r.76 2.02 2.22 2.35 2.48
2 2.03 r.76 2.57 2.73 2.68
1 2.20 2.61 1.42 2.88 2.92

40K

8 0.79 2.10 2.36 2.46 2.55
,1
I 1.99 2.53 2.30 2.85 2.79
2 2.30 2.75 2.87 3.07 3.15
1 2.r4 2.74 2.77 3.12 3.23

(")

Tabie 5.2: Speedup of oul algorithm over serial execution including inspector and
e:recutor usins 9 slave tasks.

Performance lesults peltaining to the speedup of the application on the virtual

machine over serial execution are shown in Table 5.2. The computational system con-

sists of a master process and 9 slave processes. The timings include ever-y single piece
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of essential computation. We use the same parallel inspector and executor approach.

Tlre executor is implemented using the barrier syncltronization technique described

in chapter 3. Iteration to processor scheduling is done at lun-time (obviously), and

self-scheduling is used to dynamically balance the load among the multiple slave tasks

or nodes.

As expected, the best pelformance is achieved in the case of mostly-par-allel loop

structules. In the case of mostly-selial loops, the amount of inherent par-allelism is

much less, and as a result we do not see any speedup ovel serial execution. As the

loop becomes more and more parallel in nature, the speedup increases and it is worth

parallelizing the computation. The performance doubles when the number of slave

tasks increases from one to two, but from then on, the performance increases only by

a logalithmic factor of the number of slave tasks. Duling automatic par.allelization of

loop stluctuLes, an initial heuristic analysis of the available par-allelism maybe useful

in deciding whether to parallelize the computation or not.

The performance r-esults obtained on the distlibuted memoïy machine ar.e not

very implessive compared to those on the shared memory machine. The reason is,

in part, that in the case of the distlibuted memory implementation the serial runs

were performed on a fast IBM RS/6000 RISC machine with lelatively low workload.

Furthermore, the speedups are not a fair relative performance measure between the

shared memory and distributed memory models. Each one individually shows the

speedup of the parallelized computation over serial execution on their own architec-

ture.

In a hetelogeneous environment, many othel issues come into play, including node

diversity, network bandwidth flatency, and dynamic network/machine load. Dynamic

Ioad balancing (process migration) maybe a useful technique to achieve improvecl
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performance. Nothing of that natule was tried, and as a result quite a few pr-ocessor'

cycles on faster nodes were wasted trying to synchronize with the computation on

the slower nodes.

Due to the inhelent bottlenecks of ethernet-based communication, there ar-.e some

virtual limits on pelformance and scalability (even though the application maybe

perfectly scalable, the existing network may lesult in reduced perfol.-mance because

of issues like bus contention, etc). Still, by intelligently placing the master-/slave

tasks on appropriate nodes (like placing the master taslc on the router node), better-

performance can be achieved for a given configuration. Wiih bettel network tech-

nology (like ATM - Asynchronous Tlansfer Mode), we can expectr ro see improved

performance and scalability.
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Chapter 6

Conclusiorls and ftrtutre directions

The automatic palallelization of loops is usually based on compile-time analysis of

data dependencies. In some loops, however', the data dependencies cannot be de-

termined at compile time. An example is loops accessing arrays with subscripted

subsclipts. To parallelize these loops, r'un-time analysis is needed. In this thesis, we

presented and evaluated a new algolithm to parallelize these loops at lun-tirne. Oul

scheme handles any type of data dependence pattern without requiring any special

alchitectural suppolt. It minimizes inter'-plocessol communication, leads to better

plocessor utilization and allows reuse of the inspector results acloss several loop invo-

cations. Comparison of the new algorithm with an older scheme with the sarne gener--

ality shows that the new schemeoffers consistent perfolmance (i.e., pelformance d.oes

not degrade rapidly with the number of iterations or accesses pel iteration) dur-ing

the inspectol stage and leads to higher speedups during the executor stage.

We have evaluated our algorithm with a set of parametelized ioops running on

an B-processor SGI shaled memory multiprocessor'. We used loops with varying pa-

rameters, such as the number of iterations and references. The lesults show better

speedups and they are scalable to higher number of processors. We also presented the

performance of the algorithm on a collection of distributed networked heteroseneous
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wolkstations using PVM. The algorithm seems to be scalable to a larger number

of nodes with adequate network suppolt (to overcome network latency). Ther-e ale

some issues involved in making a decision on whethel to palallelize the computation

of an application or not. In particular, one has to make a tlade-off between the

computational wolkload ancl the cost of distribution/par-allelization.

A palallel inspector may lesult in a non-optimal itelation schedule compared

to its selial counterpart, since the numbel of wavefi'onts produced in the case of a

parallel inspectol is more by a factor of the number of concurrent tasks involved in the

inspection. This does not affect the performance of the executor significantly in the

case of Mostly-Parallel ioops (only very slightly due to the additional communication

required for the extra wavefronts), since there is enough work to do per task in

any given wavefr-ont. Further, the performance can be impr-oved by overlapping the

execution (busy-wait mechanism) of multiple waveflonts. This does not affect the

per-formance of the executor in the case of Mostly-Serial loops either', since the loop

has lots of serial points (which would have resulted in a new wavefront anyway), and

by appropliately choosing a serial point fol paltitioning duling SectioninÇ, generation

of additional pseudo-wavefronts can be avoided.

So, the real decisions to be made while parallelizing the computation are:

o how many slave tasks to spawn (in the case of mostly-serial loops) depending

on the number of itelations per wavefront, since too many tasks with too few

iterations per wavefront will lesult in poor per-.formance.

c In the case of Mostly-Palallel loops, whether to perform serial inspection or-

parallel inspection followed by bootstrapping,, to obtain optimal parallel schedule

for execution. It may also be true, that the sub-optimal iteration schedule

formed by the parallel inspector may not be really hindering the performance
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ln a slgnlncant way.

choosing appropliate serial points for wavefront folmation (in the case of mostly-

serial loops) during parallei inspection, to avoid adding additional pse¡do-

wavefronts.

F uture work

Ways to improve the sub-optimal itelation schedule ploduced by the parallel inspec-

tor and making use of static (compile-time) dependence information dur-ing run-time

dependence analysis are excellent areas for future research. Thele are also many

optimizations that can be attempted in the case of the distributed memorv imple-

mentation:

o Attempting dynamic process migration is a good strategy to obtain incr.eased

performance in a hetelogeneous distributed environment, when there is a mix-

ture of fast and slow nodes.

c Partition the workload to be distributed unevenly, based on the computational

power of the individual nodes.

c An a priori knowledge of the existing network connectivity and communication

support may be ver-y useful in gaining pelformance. For example, in the case of

ATM netwolks, implementing the communications between the nodes using a

specialized API (Application Programming Interface) may be helpful in realizing

bettel performance.
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